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          so that anyone using it,

throught its life, will be 

properly informed on its 

usage and safety notices.

Save   these

and                       and 2009/125/EC and EC.643/2009 and 2002/96/EC

This appliance is in accordance with the following EU guidelines: 2014/35/EU

2014/30/EU
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Warning:Risk of  fire/
flammable materials
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compartment  if  your hands



en 150 .  Please see the
following diagrams.
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adjusta e bottom f etbl e

adjusta e bottom f etbl e
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908 411.5 550 1096.5

  This appliance performs well in 
the climate class from SN to ST.It  
may not work properly if being left  
at a temperature above or below the 
indicated range for a long period.

Note:

The rollers which are not 

casters,

Space required （mm)

damage moisure .



1. Freezer zone LED light

4. Wind channel cover in freezer

6. Ice box part

3. Fre zer door s ale e

2. Freezer door Rack

7. Freezer drawerupper

9. Left adjustable bottom feet 9 Right adjusta e bottom f et

1 e one LED light0. Fr sh z

1 . nne r in fresh
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Wind cha l cove

1 . Fres e5 h sh lf

1 . Fres e6 h door s al

1 . Fresh door Rac1 k

1 . Egg tray
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5. Freezer shelf

8 lower. Freezer drawer

17. Fresh upper drawer

18 Fresh lower. drawer
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21 . Water tank



Display controls

Use appliance according to theyour
following  your  applianceguidelines ,
appliance has the corresponding
functions and modes as the control
panels showed in the pictures below.

When the isappliance
powered for firston the
time, the backlighting of
the icons on display
panel starts working. If
no have beenbuttons
pressed the doorsand

backlighting offwill turn
after 60  seconds.
T he co n t r o l pa ne l
consists areasof two
about temperature,one
area about different
modes.

t h e
temperature
We recommend that
when start youryou
refrigerator for the first
time, temperaturethe
for the refrigerator is set
to and4℃ the freezer
to want to-18℃. If you

follow the instructions

Caution!When a temperature,you set
you temperature for theset an average

compartment may vary from the
temperatures thedisplayed on panel,
depending on how much food you
store and where you orplace it. High
low may alsoroom affecttemperature
the actual temperature inside the
appliance.

Unlock

You can select         by  pressing
the   button "      " . when

When          is selected, wait  for
corresponding icon flash forthe

10 seconds.
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All the buttons are iconlocked if the
"   "        illuminated, theis press

" "            for 3button seconds to
unlock them. The fridge  will  lock itself of
no buttons are pressed within 20 seconds .

Mode

"   "

“     ”

“    ”

are cloesed ，the

Controlling

change the temperature,

below.

whole   refrigerator   cabinet .

Temperatures   inside    each



Display controls

Freezer

to activate to controlthe mode the
freezer temperature. When you press
the bu t to n t hecon t inuo us ly,
temperature setwill be as the
following sequence.

Door Alarm
If door of or freezer isthe fridge

open for over minutes, the door
alarm The buzzer willwill sound.
automatically stop alarming 10
minutes  later.

To energy,save please avoid
keeping the door open timefor a long
when using the The doorappliance.
alarm can be cleared by closing the
door.
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●

●

Fridge
You can the "       ” buttonpress to

activate modethe fridgeto control the
temperature.When you press the
button continuously, the temperature
will sequence.be set the followingas

●

●
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Artificia Intelligence
When the function is seleced, the

temperature isof the appliance
automatically adjusted.

When the IntelligenceArtif ciali
function is activated, temperaturethe
of the automatically switchedfridge is
to and freezer to

●

●

Super Freeze

vitamins freshand nutrients of food
and keep food fresh longer.

Super Freeze function. The light will
be illuminated.

For maximum tothe amount of food
be Сooled , please wait 6 h.about

Super switches cool   automatically
off after 6 hours the fridgeand
temperature   to 2℃. setted

●

●

●

Super Cool

℃ ℃.

Super Cool can refrigerate your food 
much faster, keeping food fresh for a  
longer period .

Super Сool function. The light will
be illuminated.

●

Super Freeze will quickly lower the
temperature within sothe freezer food
will faster. thefreeze This can lock in

For maximum tothe amount of food
be frozen, please wait 24 h.about

Super switchesfreeze automatically
off after 26 hours the freezerand
temperature to -24℃.setted

●

●

4 the -18

You can press the “        ” button



②nut

①bolt

③screwdriver
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When you  the doors are not at thefind
same level, you can use the screwd river
to ad just the door.
When the freezer door is upper than the
ref rigerator door. Fi rst, you can use the
screwdr iver to turn the bol t anticlockwise
on the lower  hinge that can make  the door
go up. Then use the screwdr iver to lock
the nut in place.

1.Adjust the door
ck into the

position.

mes

may cause the

bottles to break。

4

 large volume of food . 

damage  both  them  and   the

item

4.Using your ice box
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5.Water Dispenser
The water dispenser, 
located in the fridge door, is 
for storing drinking water. 
With this appliance you can 
obtain chilled water easily 
without opening the 
refrigerator. You should be 
informed of following tips.

 Before using
Before using this appliance 
for the first time, you should 
use it as follows.
1. Hold the two sides of the 
water tank tightly, then pull 
up the water tank by 

.
2. Unscrew the head, then 
clean it and the inside of 
water tank.

shaking up and down

①

②

 Assembling
Before assembling, please drain the 
water inside the tank, and check whether 
the washer is reversed or not.
1.Insert the head into the hole.
2.Fit the tank along the guides on the 
door.
3.Press down on the two side of the tank. 
4.When you hear a click sound, that 
means the installation is completed.  

Warning!
1.Be careful not to press on the head;
2.When fitting the water tank, ensure the 
head inserted into the hole first;
3.If you found the washer reversed or 
loosed when removing the tank, you must 
take off the fixed holder by contrarotating 
it first, then put the washer to the correct 
position, and install the fixed holder at 
last. 

fixed holder

washer

wrong position

correct position

Head

Slot
Guide

① ②

④③
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Warning!
Don't touch other parts of the appliance 
when filling water, it may cause the 
water leakage.

 
1. Make sure the cover of the water tank 
is fitted on.
2. Close the fridge door and check the 
dispenser.

Dispensing water

Lock

Before you dispense the water, make 
sure the lock device is on “UNLOCK” 
situation.

Warning!
The lock is defined as “child lock”.
Don't push the dispenser lever forward 
strongly, when the dispenser is on 
“LOCK” situation, it may damage the 
mechanism.

 
Before you fill the drinking water into the 
water tank, ensure that the water tank is 
steady and in a correct position. 

Filling water

Caution!
Fill with water up to 3L (which is 
suggested), and not above the  level. 
Otherwise, it may overflow when the lid is 
close.
We recommend that you fill the water by 
the following ways.
1. Remove the small lid and fill water from 
the inlet of the large lid.
2. Remove the cover of the tank, and then 
fill water inside directly.

Small lid

Large lid

Head

 
You should use the correct cups to 
receive water underneath the water 
dispenser.

Receiving Water

Warning! 
Don't push the dispenser lever forward 
without cup, it may cause the water leak 
from the dispenser.

 
1. Put the water tank out of the door 
carefully, and then wash the tank, lid, and 
head lightly in water.
2. After you have successfully cleaned 
the appliance, you should dry it by 
natural drying or using the dryer.
3.If you have used the water dispenser 
for many times, the water in the receiving 
tank may drop on the floor, which may 
make your floor wet, and you should 
clean the tank with dry towel regularly 
before overflow.

Cleaning

                              

Dispenser lever

Suggested position

Receiving tank
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s suggested by

fresh

Should be wrapped in airtight foil 
or plastic film wrap.

Cover or wrap food ,particulary

Place food carefully so that air  can

s
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as there is a danger of

electrical shock
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Correct Disposal of this product

This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed

with other household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent

possible harm to the environment or human health from uncontrolled

waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable

reuse of material resources. To return your used device, please use 

the return and collection systems or contact the retailer where the 

product was purchased. They can take this product for environmental 

safe recycling.

19

Door can’t be closed 
easily



For service and repairs please contact
the Fridgemaster Technical Helpline on:Unit 2 Meadow Court 

Millshaw Lane Leeds,
West Yorkshire,
LS11 8LZ,
United Kingdom 

FRIDGEMASTER




